2021 SUMMER ONLINE COURSES

MAY 17 - JULY 31*

8 WEEK ONLINE COURSES

BA A166: Entrepren & Small Bus Mgmt
BIOL A178: Intro to Oceanography
BIOL A 240/L: Intro Micro for Health Science
BIOL A 271: Principles of Ecology
DN A203: Nutrition for Health Sciences
*HIST A132: History of the United States II
(May 17-June 21) or (June 24-July 31)
HIST A401: History of Warfare
HUM A211: Intro to Humanities I
JUST A221: Dynamics of Criminal Just Orgs
MATH A055: Elementary Algebra
MATH A221: Appl Calc for Mngrl/Soc Sci
MATH A253: Calculus III
PSY A111: Introduction to Psychology
PSY A150: Lifespan Development
PSY A153: Human Relations
STAT A253: Applied Stats for Social Sciences
WRTG A211: Writing & the Humanities
WRTG A212: Writing & the Professions

Register today

For details visit:
KPC.ALASKA.EDU or call
907-235-7743